
Package

TO BE WORKED THROUGH IN CONJUNCTION WITH VIDEO:
http://tinyurl.com/100KVAPackageLesson

When creating packages think about what bruise you are going to solve for your clients in
conjunction with what is scaleable in your business. What can you achieve easily without working
long hard hours. Remember i want you to make more money than the average VA so you have to work
smarter not harder.

You will also have to decide which method you want  to use when designing your packages and my
preference as I mention in my video is to reverse engineer it. Either pick a package price or number of
clients you want and then work backwards to design what you can include to bring up that value.

If you haven't checked out the Package check list I included in the email make sure you do as it goes
over the fact that you do NOT need to advertise these packages. We don't want clients to feel like
another number...more often than not these packages are just to make it easier for your to sell your
servieces in a bundle rather than by time. 

Package



Lets assume you will pick option 2 for now and do some calculations. Even if you don't want to use
this method, its valuable to work out the forumla so you know what you are up for.

What do you think is the Biggest package you can sell on a weekly basis based on Price?

Weekly Client Investment: $
$100,000 / 52 weeks =  $1,923
How many "packages" do you need to sell in order to hit $1,923 pw? For example, $120 goes into
$1,923 16 times. that would  mean you need at least 16 clients at that weekly package.

Number of Clients Needed:
                       

Now let me ask you this! The number of clients you need.....is it smaller than you realised?

Now take a moment to think about how "doable" that number of clients is to manage based on your
skills? There is no right or wrong answer. If yes then Awesome. If no, then increase your package
price  (the weekly client investment) and adjust the number of clients you need to get.



Now what? Now you build what would be included in said package! Refer back to your list in your
identity module if need be.

What "free of your time" bonuses could you add in to make it more valuable. Things that the client
will love, but don't cost you much more (if any) of your time.



What Could be a cool sexy name that you could call your package? Think about the bruise your a
solving and see if you can incorporate the language into the title

For example: Social media support is BORING AS ANYTHING!! Be creative, be original - don't be boring.
Watch this video for more clarification http://tinyurl.com/originalVA

again go back and think about if you had 20 clients on this package. Would it be doable (even if you
needed a team member). Can it work? Don't create something that is too hard to manage or sell.

Similarly Don't go and spend $$$ and time on your website updating this new package information,
creating flyers etc. FIRST we sell, then we make. You ALWAYS ALWAYS sell before you create....that way you
don't waste time on something potentiayl  nobody wants!

In a few days I will send you some information regarding pricing. I want to do it separate as its a
BIG topic, with big fears and challenges for many VAs. Keep your eyes peeled :)


